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A New Consciousness
for a New Culture
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The time is right
to take the step into a new dimension
of human culture.
~ GRANDMASTER WEI LING YI

THE VISION
Life Cultivation
for a New Way of Thinking
For a global peaceful and sustainable development on earth, a shift
of paradigms in society is needed. We do not lack knowledge, but

wisdom to use this knowledge for our own good, for the beneﬁt of all
and for Mother Earth.

For a long time, Wei Ling Yi, as a wisdom teacher, has been helping

people to overcome boundaries of consciousness, of old systems in
belief and thinking. A new beginning lies in each one of us: in one's

own development of health and personality, of heart qualities and spi-

ritual power. The YiXue Culture is created by the people who are rea-

dy to reconnect with the wisdom of the cosmos, the power of nature,
and with their true selves. In this context, answers and inspirations

are to be found by rethinking currently prevailing material concepts
of life in order to create new ones and integrate them into a holistically orientated society.

By developing a high consciousness, humans of the future will
perceive the world holistically and integrate knowledge and
wisdom of universal dimensions into their thinking and acting
− such is the vision of Wei Ling Yi, the founder of the new
World Lotus Center near Berlin
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Part

1

THE PROJECT
WORLD LOTUS CENTER

International Center
for Holistic Health, Spiritual Education
and Life Cultivation

Near Berlin and Potsdam, the WORLD LOTUS CENTER – a new Spiritual
Education and Life Center – will be estab-lished. A place for people of
all ages and professions.
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Chapter

1.1

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
& PROMOTERS

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

PROMOTER – WEI LING YI LIAN GUANG - FOUNDATION

In the past ten years, the successfully built YiXue Education Center in Nossen

The non-proﬁt Wei Ling Yi Lian Guang (Lotus Light) Foundation, established in

seminar participants and the increasingly international orientation required a

is also the owner of the former Education Center near Dresden and provides

near Dresden has reached its limits of capacity. The ever-increasing number of
new location.

In October 2018, a new property was bought in Beelitz near Berlin and Pots-

dam. It provides ideal conditions for the realization of the vision of Grandmaster Wei Ling Yi. The founding of this new Spiritual Education and Life Center is
designed for all people, regardless of origin, religion and age.

1

2

Renovation of the existing buildings to accommodate the

the ﬁnancial basis for the long-term preservation, development and dissemination of the YiXue Teachings of Wei Ling Yi.

PURPOSE OF THE FOUNDATION
• Preservation of the YiXue Teachings, which focus on holistic health of body,

heart and soul

growing number of seminar participants

• Encouragement of modern spirituality and holistic life cultivation

Extension of the Center for intergenerational living, learning and

• Encouragement of a new understanding of science and research

life cultivation for people in the post-employment phase

3

2007, is the owner and promoter of the New World Lotus Center near Berlin. It

Opportunities for children and adolescents for holistic growth of
personality via a modern educational concept.

• Promotion and organization of meetings and seminars for the

aforementioned purposes

• Encouragement of YiXue Arts and Culture

For more information about the Foundation's activities visit:
www.yixue.de/yixue-institutionen/wei-ling-yi-lotuslichtstiftung
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ADDRESS
WORLD LOTUS CENTER

Chapter

Birkenalle 10 - 11

1.2

THE NEW PROPERTY

The newly acquired property surrounded by natural forests and lakes



14547 Beelitz - Berlin

From Airport Berlin - Tegel
by public transport 2 hours

Hamburg
Rostock

covers an area of 84 hectares with a centrally built area of 4 hectares.

By car to Potsdam
30 minutes

By car to
Berlin Center 60 minutes

usable area of 5000 square meters. They offer sufﬁcient space for

By train/bus to
Potsdam HBF 80 minutes

By train /bus to
Berlin Main Station 75 min.

The eight partially listed buildings including a large hall, have a total
internationally orientated seminar activities and major events.

Berlin
Potsdam
Hannover

Beelitz

Frankfurt
/ Oder

WORLD LOTUS CENTER

Leipzig /
München
Frankfurt
/ Oder

The property has its own drinking water wells and its own sewage

YiXue Shuttle
An YiXue shuttle service is planned
in order to shorten travelling time
to get to the Center.

Dresden

treatment plant. In the future, a sustainable operating concept in-

cluding a photovoltaic system, a plant-based system for wastewater
treatment and a wood chip heating system is envisaged. The agricul-

LOCATIONS AND CONNECTIONS

ming and ecological self-sufﬁciency.

accessible via the Berlin transport networks.

tural land of the estate also offers good conditions for organic far-

10
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The World Lotus Center is located south of Berlin and Potsdam and is easily
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CONSTRUCTION PHASES

Chapter

1.3

In addition to expanding the capacity of the seminar activities, new living areas for the
elderly, children and young people are planned to be built gradually at the World Lotus

Center during three developmental phases in cooperation with the YiXue Bildungszentrum gGmbH:

1

EXTENSION OF THE YIXUE SEMINAR CAPACITY
First of all, the renovation of the existing buildings is planned in order to provide an ex-

tended range of seminars. Throughout the year, approaches and methods for sustainable
constitutional improvement, disease prevention and healing, detoxiﬁcation and how to
work with Qi are being taught and practiced in a comprehensive range of seminars. An im-

portant focus are the intensive seminars – offered three times a year – for cancer patients to

stabilize and strengthen their life force. Find more details at www.yixue.de/yixue-seminare
In the future, the World Lotus Center may also be used as a silent retreat for people who,

beyond the turmoil of our time, want to regain inner, sincere balance and achieve new
physical and mental life force.

2

YIXUE LONG LIFE INSTITUTE
For retired people, an institute based on an intergenerational living and housing concept
is planned. The goal is to provide people in a period of life involving major changes in

body, heart and soul, with guided practice and the cultivation of the YiXue teachings. Furthermore, a meaningful and fulﬁlling participation in life at the World Lotus Center will be
offered to them.

3

YIXUE CHILDREN AND YOUTH ACTIVITY CENTER
For Wei Ling Yi, it is especially important to support children and adolescents by applying
a modern educational concept to improve their intellectual capacity, health and social de-

velopment. Its holistic approach for developing the personality of young people has been
proven to make it easier to meet school requirements and to increase joy of living and wellbeing See also Chapter 2.4 page 22* and www.yixue.de/seminar-fuer-kinder-and-family

VISUALISATION WORLD LOTUS CENTER
Drafts ARCHITEC TS KUNAT / BERLIN

12
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FUNDING &
MANAGEMENT

Chapter

1.4

According to the architects, the costs of renovating the existing buildings to pro-

vide overnight accommodation and the implementation of the ﬁrst construction

phase amount to 1.8 million euros. Please see the ﬁnancing plan for more details
about the funding and latest status.
FINANCIAL PLAN OF ACQUISITION
Purchase price
12% additional costs
Total costs of acquisition

2.500.000€
300.000€
2.800.000€
VISUALISATION WORLD LOTUS CENTER

Cash in Bank of Lotus Light Foundation

300.000€

Donations of patrons

500.000€

Small loans (loan and donation community)

100.000€

Total equity

900.000€

Mortgage GLS Bank

1.900.000€

Estimated costs of refurbishment
Operational costs / interests until 08/2019
Remaining mortgage GLS Bank

1.835.000€
30.000€
1.865.000€

Remaining cash in bank
plus costs of refurbishment already paid

130.000 €

Remaining loan GLS Bank

160.000 €

Requested government funding (50%)

14
15

(less pre-ﬁnanced private loans)

475.000€

Total assets

765.000€

SHORTFALL

• The calculation of the expected costs for the implementation of
construction phases 2 and 3 will be carried out in 2020.

FINANCIAL PLAN OF REFURBISHMENT, PHASE 1 ( as of June 2019 )
Including additional costs and contingency budget

Drafts ARCHITEC TS KUNAT / BERLIN

1.100.000€

• The World Lotus Center will be leased from the inauguration to the

former tenant of the Bildungszentrum Nossen near Dresden, the nonproﬁt YiXue Bildungszentrum gGmbH.

• An operating concept is in progress.
• If you are interested, the Foundation's liquidity planning and the preliminary economic plans of the tenant can be made available.
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Part

2

SPIRITUAL EDUCATION
& LIFE CULTIVATION
Mankind should see the world
from a higher level and from a holistic perspective,
to gain new, innovative insights.
~ GRANDMASTER WEI LING YI

16
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Chapter

2.1

GRANDMASTER
WEI LING YI
Founder of the WORLD LOTUS CENTER
Grand Master Wei Ling Yi is the heir of the millennia-old culture of universal wisdom,
the Great Lotus System - Lian Hua Da Fa, which was given to him at an early age because of his exceptionally high level of cultivation of his consciousness and his soul.

On November 11th 1949, Wei Ling Yi was born in China into a well-known family, who

had centuries of experiences in healing traditions, thus he was taught from an early
age in various disciplines. His mother Bai Zhi was his ﬁrst important teacher; from her
he learned from heart to heart. Many different teachers and masters of different dis-

ciplines trained Wei Ling Yi to develop his numerous talents, which he used selﬂessly
to help people since his youth. At the age of 16 he was called "true miracle healer for
the people, healer of a pure heart".

In 1989, Wei Ling Yi began to combine his healing methods with modern medicine in

Chinese clinics, paving the way for scientiﬁc research and recognition of energy me-

dicine (Qigong medicine). At the same time, Wei Ling Yi realized that true healing can

only be done by the people themselves. Since then, Wei Ling Yi has been teaching
universal knowledge for the holistic development of body, heart and soul.

In 1993, he founded the ﬁrst International Qigong University in China at the foot of
the holy E Mei Mountain and trained numerous Qigong masters. Wei Ling Yi teaches
in Europe, Asia and the United States and initiated major congresses: World Qigong

Congress: Hamburg 1999, Berlin 2003, Basel 2007, YiXue Congress: Berlin 2015, 2016,
2017, 2019.

In 2010, Wei Ling Yi opened the ﬁrst YiXue Education Center near Dresden in Germa18
19

ny, followed by the opening of the World Lotus Center in Beelitz near Berlin in 2019.

GRANDMASTER
WEI LING YI

2019 Launch of the WORLD LOTUS CENTER near Berlin
2010 Opening of the first YiXue Education Center near Dresden

Milestones

1999 initiation of International Congresses in Hamburg, Berlin, Basel

1993 - 2019

1995 Worldwide teaching,
Establishing International Centers in Europe, Asia and the USA
1993 Foundation of the International Qigong University in China
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2.2

THE TRADITION
OF THE YIXUE CULTURE

2.3

LIFE CULTIVATION

YiXue stands for a cosmic and timeless culture of wisdom that Grand Master

Cultivation of life is the central aspect in the YiXue culture. It is a way of self-

ONE and in this context stands for the origin of all being, for perfection and

holistic life science in accordance with the cosmic laws.

Wei Ling Yi has developed into a modern spiritual way of teaching. YI means

wholeness. XUE means teaching, study, and research. And so, the YiXue Cul-

ture and their practitioners are dedicated to holistic self-exploration and selfdevelopment of body, heart and soul.

In its complexity, this form of holistic life cultivation has the potential that peo-

ple ultimately recognize their pure selves. Thus, they can unfold and realize

knowledge and self-healing on the basis of a great philosophy of life and of

Continuous practice can gradually resolve physical, mental and emotional

blockages and disease information. This increases the personal level of energy and awareness. Through meditative silence, one is guided to ever deeper
knowledge and wisdom, which ultimately enables one to recognize oneself.

their true and perfect nature, as well as their soul, for the beneﬁt and well-

The intention of YiXue Life Cultivation is to heal through untiring self-study and

cultivation is based on the connection with the cosmic primordial energy and

potential and soul-power.

being of themselves and for all living beings and the Earth. The holistic life
the creative life force, which is called YiQi in this system.

self-reﬁnement on all levels of body, mind and soul, and to develop one’s full

religion. It is founded on the idea of all-embracing unity. It is not based upon

De Wei Gong Mu Virtue is the Mother of Abilities and Potential

great desire and the future-oriented aim of contributing to the development

This central guiding principle of Wei Ling Yi describes successful cultivation:

living beings and the Earth.

kind heart and virtuous behavior.

The YiXue culture welcomes all people regardless of age, background and
differences, but upon what unites people in their essence. Behind this is the

and establishment of a higher consciousness for the beneﬁt of humankind, all

The organization of the YiXue is mainly supported by voluntary work. Numerous events are offered on a donation basis.

20
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Chapter

Truly we are ourselves, when we have become truthful people with a great,
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2.4

HOLISTIC
LIFE SCIENCE WITHIN
THE YIXUE

Chapter

2.5

EXPERIENCES & ACHIEVEMENTS
EXPERIENCES OF
THE KANG AI - PARTICIPANTS

From recent research results in epigenetics, the networking of information between

systems is known. Placebo research leads to the evidence of the immeasurable potential of the power of our thoughts. The now established neuroscientiﬁc research on

» I am inﬁnitely grateful to Wei Ling Yi for providing us with the Kang - Ai seminars. It
is a way to recovery in which we can always draw hope, strength and joy of life. The
seminars have become pillars of our lives and act on us like a fountain of youth. «
~ KARIN, SEMINAR ORGANIZER, BREMEN

the effects of meditation shows their positive impact on neural structures, the cardiovascular and the immune system.

A separate area in the YiXue culture is dedicated to the scientiﬁc-empirical investigation of the effects and success in numerous experiences from the YiXue cultivators.

An initial long-term study at the University of Malta, funded by the Maltese Ministry

of Education, demonstrates the overall positive impact of the YiXue educational me-

» The harmonious movements of the YiXue exercises, the conscious breathing and the
meditations helped me to calm down during my chemotherapy, to let go of fears and
gain conﬁdence in getting well again. I felt strengthened and conﬁdent. The practice
has become an integral part of my everyday life and even more – it has become my
way. « ~ ANONYMOUS

thods. Both students and teachers, who practice the YiXue exercises, experience a
signiﬁcant increase in concentration, in mental as well as physical strength and gain,

at the same time, relaxation, as they get a better sense of themselves and their counterparts. The majority of the participants in the study also report long-unknown conﬁdence, joy and lightness. More at: www.yixue.de/yep-november-2018

» After the aggravation of my cancer disease, Wei Ling Yi's companionship and the
YiXue practice have given me new conﬁdence in my life and new self-esteem. I feel
increasingly supported and protected. I experience the encounter with Wei Ling Yi as
nothing less than an answer to my prayers. « ~ ILONA, BEAUTICIAN, BERLIN

Meanwhile, there are nearly 1000 individual reports that show the healing possibilities and achievements of the YiXue cultivation.

For cancer patients, intensive seminars are offered three times a year (Kang Ai), where

they learn to use their potential and self-healing powers in addition to medical treatments. Their positive experiences are remarkable.

» Since I could hardly move for a while after an operation, I only practiced mentally. I
felt the movements in my mind like "inspirations". The most amazing thing was that,
after walking for more than a year on crutches, I was able to do the same movements
that I mentally performed just as ﬂuidly when I became physically active again; as if I
had rehearsed a dance for years. It is a tough job to practice every day and to explore
yourself again and again, and it is certainly harder and more time-consuming than
taking a tablet daily. But the effect is much bigger and sustainable! «
~ NINA, TEACHER, BERNE, BREMEN

22
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EXPERIENCES OF
LONG - TERM YIXUE PRACTIONERS

STATEMENTS
ABOUT THE WORLD LOTUS CENTER

» It has been 15 years since I met Wei Ling Yi and looking back that was a turning point

» In the World Lotus Center, we will be a community where people of all ages from

in my life. I have never had serious health issues and Wei Ling Yi has prompted me

young to old cultivate, work and live together. Having Wei Ling Yi by our side and lear-

to stay aware of my good health and I practice the movements he has prescribed for

ning to integrate everything, the body, the heart and the soul, is a great way to grow

me in order to keep it. The daily meditation keeps me calm and centered. My life has

old and stay happy and healthy « ~ CHRISTEL, RETIREE, NOSSEN

been greatly enriched and for that I am very thankful. « ~ KERSTIN, INSURANCE AGENT,
LOS ANGELES

» The new Center will be a place for learning and feeling well, especially for families, children and young people. The four of us are very much looking forward to
» I was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis at 27 years of age. I have been practicing

shaping and implementing together with Wei Ling Yi his vision of the World Lotus

the YiXue exercises for the last 15 years and found them beneﬁcial to my health and

Center. « ~ SANDRA, ROBERT & CHILDREN, LECTURERS, BERLIN

well-being. The practice of meditation and the YiXue practice in a group are especially helpful in times of stress. The best part of meditation is that I can connect with Wei
Ling Yi and my problems become less heavy and more manageable.

« ~ MARGARET,

» The New Center will allow more and more people to beneﬁt from the incredible

TEACHER, SINGAPORE

knowledge and skills of Wei Ling Yi. Through his seminars, which will take place there,
everyone can experience support for their health or even cure their illnesses. «
~ KERSTIN, ENTREPRENEUER, BERLIN

» I got to know the YiXue methods when I was six years old and especially practiced
sitting on the Lotus. For me, this meditation is the journey to a place where I can escape chaos, practice mindfulness and ﬁnd myself. «

~ JONATHAN, DANCER BERLIN

» An inconspicuous place - for a great vision. Lingering in this place gives rise to the
idea of the great potential there is. Much is changing. It takes this strong project for a
new consciousness of the people. I am looking forward to helping to shape a different
way of life and culture. «

~ MATTHIAS, SELLER, WALLGAU

» I have come to know the YiXue culture as a unique opportunity to expand my Christian spirituality, which I grew up with, especially regarding the aspect of health and
the experience of the life energy Qi, as well as the understanding of the great relationships between heaven, earth and man. During my daily practice, I am consistently

24
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experiencing the Qi ﬁeld that is formed by these methods, and that goes hand in hand

» In the New World Lotus Center, we now have the opportunity to build a great spiri-

with increased levels of peace, mindfulness as well as love inside and around me. «

tual center, which is to become a real magnet for those seeking true meaning in life. It

~ RUTH, AGRONOMIST, BREMEN

will be the heart, the pump of the YiXue. «

~ LOUIS, ARTIST, REGENSBURG
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With the establishment of the New World Lotus Center, the YiXue Culture as

a holistic and modern life science can give an impulse for the 21st century society to support a global peaceful and sustainable development on Earth for

the beneﬁt of all. The YiXue Culture develops itself with the people who selfresponsibly implement the teachings of Wei Ling Yi in their lives.

Many people have already provided volunteer work and ﬁnancial support for the
establishment of the World Lotus Center. We would like to thank all generous

donors for their help and we are looking forward to new sponsors, who feel connected to the vision of Wei Ling Yi and want to support this great project.

When man again
merges with the cosmos
into unity, we can live in peace,
happiness and harmony
with all beings.
– GRANDMASTER WEI LING YI

ADDRESS
WORLD LOTUS CENTER
Birkenalle 10 - 11
14547 Beelitz - Berlin

DONATION
WEI LING YI LIAN GUANG - FOUNDATION
Stadtsparkasse München

IBAN DE 63 7015 0000 0000 3298 05
BIC (Swift) SSKMDEMM

CONTACT
GEORG KERSCHL
Email weilingyi - lotuslicht - stiftung@yixue.de
Phone +49(0)8158 2996

Mobil +49(0)160.827 099 8
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A VISION BECOMES TRUE

YIXUE CULTURE
Holistic Health and Oneness for Body, Heart and Soul
for Heaven . Earth . and Humankind

Wei Ling Yi Lian Guang (Lotus Light) - Foundation
, Seat: Berlin · Address: c/o Georg Kerschl, Beiselestr. 15, 82327 Tutzing
✆ 08158.2996 – m weilingyi-lotuslicht-stiftung@yixue.de
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